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Spotify Embed URL: Apple Embed: Youtube Embed: Soundcloud Embed: Deezer Embed: Buy Digital Links.. Mac (Snoop
Dog) is a 15-year senior whose weed obsession keeps him from graduating, until he meets a hot new substitute teacher who
won't put out until he gets out of high school.
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http://www imdb com/title/tt1870425/Release Date: 3 July 2012Genre:Comedy. A comedy that follows two high school
students - one overachiever struggling to write his valedictorian speech, the other a senior now going on his 1 HD movies at the
smallest file size.. download full MovieInfo:Mac And Devin Go To High School Release date: December 13, 2011.. Fate causes
Mac and Devin's worlds to collide, resulting in the ultimate stoner comedy with a star-studded hip-hop soundtrack.
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